Neuropathic and inflammatory pain promote a large number of persisting adaptations at the cellular and molecular level, allowing tissue or nerve damage, even if only transient, to elicit changes in cells that contribute to the development of chronic pain and associated symptoms. There is evidence that injury-induced changes in chromatin structure drive stable changes in gene expression and neural function, which may cause several symptoms, including allodynia, hyperalgesia, anxiety, and depression. Recent findings on epigenetic changes in the spinal cord and brain during chronic pain may guide fundamental advances in new treatments. In this review, we provide a brief overview of epigenetic regulation in the nervous system and then discuss the still-limited literature that directly implicates epigenetic modifications in chronic pain syndromes. Keywords histone modifications; inflammatory pain; neuropathic pain; HDAC; miRNA; methylation; animal models
undergoing treatment, over half reported having little or no control over their pain [4] . The ineffectiveness of current therapeutic strategies is at least partly due to an incomplete understanding of the mechanisms involved in chronic pain conditions. The development and maintenance of chronic pain involve long-term changes in multiple areas of the central nervous system (CNS), which are characterized by adaptations at the cellular and molecular levels. Here we focus on recent studies that highlight the involvement of epigenetic mechanisms in the CNS in chronic pain conditions.
Rodent models of chronic pain
Several animal models have been used to investigate the molecular and cellular adaptations of nociceptive pathways. Inflammatory pain models use subcutaneous injections of inflammatory agents, such as formalin, capsaicin, or complete Freund's adjuvant (CFA), usually into the hind or forepaw, whereas neuropathic pain models typically involve surgical injury of a spinal or peripheral nerve [3, 5] . These models result in reliable nociceptive sensitization; mimicking key components of the chronic pain experience in humans (see Box 1) . In the spinal cord, for example, neuropathic injuries induce long-lasting abnormal neural activity along primary afferent pathways [6] , and in vitro recordings of dorsal horn neurons have shown potentiated excitatory responses and decreased firing thresholds in animals with neuropathic pain [7, 8] . Moreover, evidence from multiple studies suggests that chronic pain development is correlated with changes in gene expression in the spinal cord [2, 9, 10] and cerebral cortex [11, 12] , and activity-dependent changes in gene expression have long been understood to be important for long-term alterations in neural activity [13] [14] [15] .
Box 1

Chronic pain behaviors
Chronic pain resulting from peripheral tissue damage and inflammation (inflammatory pain), or from pathological adaptations in the peripheral or CNS (neuropathic pain) is characterized by persistent nociceptive hypersensitivity [2, 67] . Inflammatory pain models use subcutaneous injections of inflammatory agents such as formalin or complete Freund's adjuvant (CFA) into the hindpaw, forepaw, or masseter muscles, resulting in tissue injury. Neuropathic pain models usually involve surgical injury of a peripheral nerve [3] . These models have helped researchers yield much insight into the molecular mechanisms of chronic pain conditions. Chronic inflammatory and neuropathic pain can lead to changes in behavioral responses to tactile and thermal stimuli that are easily detectable in animal models. Experimenters can reliably detect and measure two major forms of sensitized behavioral responses: allodynia, (the sensation of pain to previously innocuous stimuli) and hyperalgesia (the enhancement of painful perception to noxious stimuli) [67, 104] . Mechanical allodynia is reliably assessed in animal models and easily detected as stimuli that would otherwise be innocuous will evoke noxious nociceptive behavior [105] . Mechanical thresholds can be assessed by monitoring the responsiveness of the affected paws to the application of von Frey filaments. This method allows investigators to apply an accurate and constant force to specific areas of the skin. In this manner, von Frey filaments that do not elicit a nociceptive response in naïve mice will elicit nociceptive responses in animals with mechanical allodynia [67, 104] . Thermal hyperalgesia can be measured through enhanced behavioral responses to thermal stimuli. The Hargreaves test is a common assay, where a high-intensity heat lamp is directed to the mid-plantar hindpaw of the injured limb [21] . Thermal allodynia can also be observed in the cold plate test, where animals with chronic pain will react to cold stimuli that are below the nociceptive threshold [22] . These represent the most common used tests, however several other assays are also used to assess nociceptive behavior or sensory deficits. Typical behavioral responses to noxious stimuli include licking, flicking, or quick withdrawal of the affected paw. These phenomena reflect similar sensitization of pain seen in humans [1] , and may correspond to changes of synaptic transmission in the spinal cord DH [8, 40, 54] or pain related cortical areas [51, 54, 97] .
Notably, chronic and intense pain can have effects at the level of gene expression in spinal and supraspinal areas located far from the initial lesion and may include brain areas that are not directly associated with the processing of sensory information. A growing number of studies directly implicate alterations in gene expression with the generation of certain chronic pain conditions, such as neuropathic or rheumatoid arthritis pain. However, until recently, the mechanisms by which acute tissue injury and pain induce changes in gene expression for a prolonged period of time have remained poorly understood. Epigenetic mechanisms provide a plausible process through which stable changes in CNS activity may manifest in response to peripheral injuries.
Epigenetic mechanisms drive long-lasting cellular and behavioral changes
Epigenetic mechanisms enhance or suppress gene expression without alterations of the primary DNA sequence. Epigenetic mechanisms have been shown to be involved in synaptic plasticity, learning, and memory [27, 28] as well as in several neuropsychiatric disorders including depression and drug addiction [29] [30] [31] . These mechanisms include DNA methylation, several types of histone modifications (e.g., acetylation, methylation, phosphorylation, and ADP-ribosylation), and expression of microRNAs (miRNAs). Epigenetic mechanisms can be dynamic and responsive to changes in experience, thus representing a complex interplay between an organism and its environment [32, 33] . Acetylation of most histone subunits, at any of several Lysine (Lys) residues, typically promotes gene transcription, while histone methylation can either repress or activate gene transcription depending on the amino acid residue undergoing methylation. For example, methylation of Lys9 or Lys27 of histone H3 is usually associated with gene repression, whereas methylation of Lys4, Lys36, or Lys79 of H3 is usually associated with gene activation [23] . Likewise, 5-methylation of cytosine nucleotides in DNA (which occurs in part at CpG dinucleotides) generally mediates gene repression, while 5-hydroxymethylation of cytosine produces the opposite effect. However, chromatin modifications do not occur in isolation, and we know from work in single cell systems that the activation or repression of a gene typically involves numerous histone and DNA modifications, and the recruitment of perhaps hundreds of chromatin regulatory proteins to the regulated gene.
DNA and histone methylation in spinal systems and their involvement in chronic pain
A widely recognized mechanism through which DNA methylation controls transcription, is through suppression of transcription factor binding at promoter regions by a complex comprising a DNA methylation-dependent DNA binding protein, such as methyl-CpGbinding protein 2 (MeCP2) or methyl DNA-binding domain (MBD) proteins. MeCP2 is best known as a transcriptional repressor that has been implicated in the modulation of activitydependent gene expression [24] . Specifically, MeCP2 inhibits transcription of specific genes by binding to methyl-CpG sites in the DNA [25] . Phosphorylation of MeCP2 results in its removal from methylated CpG promoter regions, and thus can lead to the enhancement of gene expression [26] . However, MeCP2 is also reported to bind to 5-hydroxymethylcytosine and thereby promote gene expression. In a rat inflammatory pain model, it was reported that CFA injections correspond with increases in phosphorylation of MeCP2 in lamina I [27, 28] and II [28] of the superficial dorsal horn as early as 30 min post injection. This phosphorylation was associated with induction of genes suppressed by the MeCP2 complex, and a link was demonstrated between MeCP2 levels and the nociceptive threshold. Accordingly, a recent study found that MeCP2 mRNA expression was significantly increased in the spinal dorsal horn of mice following formalin injections [29] .
A recent study used a more clinically relevant model, the partial sciatic nerve ligation model of neuropathic pain, to investigate DNA methylation in the spinal cord of mice, and performed a comprehensive analysis focusing on changes in histone modifications in the dorsal horn. Although there was no dramatic change in DNA methylation throughout the whole genome in the spinal cord under this neuropathic pain condition, changes were found in histone methylation at specific genes. Specifically, a robust increase in expression of monocyte chemotactic protein-3 (MCP-3), a pro-inflammatory cytokine, was observed in the spinal cord, which lasted for up to 2 weeks after sciatic nerve ligation, and this increase occurred in astrocytes, but not microglia or neurons (Figure 1 ) [30] . Coincident with the induction of MCP-3 expression, there were reduced levels of Lys27 H3 trimethylation (H3K27me3) at the Mcp-3 gene promoter. The observed induction of MCP-3 is important for nociceptive sensitization, because intrathecal administration of an anti-MCP-3 antibody significantly reduced neuropathic pain-like behaviors. MCP-3 induction was abolished in interleukin 6 (IL-6) knockout mice, whereas a single intrathecal injection of recombinant IL6 strongly increased MCP-3 expression and decreased H3K27me3 at the MCP-3 gene promoter. These data directly implicate repressive histone methylation in mediating the ability of nerve injury to cause lasting changes in MCP-3 expression and the resulting pain syndrome. It will be important in future studies to examine the time course of this epigenetic modification and to test whether it might outlast the injury itself and help drive long-lasting pain symptoms.
Cancer is another leading cause of chronic pain [31] , and hypermethylation of CpG islands, a common feature of cancer cells [32] , has recently been implicated in cancer related chronic pain conditions [31] . Specifically, enhanced secretion of the peptide, endothelin 1, has been observed in multiple malignancies, and it is thought to have a major role in cancer induced pain [33] . The pro-nociceptive effects of this peptide are mediated through endothelin 1A receptors, whereas endothelin 1B receptors have been shown to exert antinoceptive actions [52] . A postmortem study of human carcinoma patients showed increased methylation of a promoter domain of the endothelin 1B receptor gene in painful oral squamous cell carcinoma lesions, but not in non-painful oral dysplasia lesions [31] . In a murine cancer model, restoration of endothelin 1B receptor expression to baseline levels was sufficient to reduce pain behaviors, pointing to pharmacological interventions in DNA methylation as a new approach towards the treatment of cancer-related pain.
Histone acetylation in spinal systems and its involvement in chronic pain
Histone acetylation is thought to be more labile than DNA and histone methylation and to therefore represent a more transient cellular modification that quickly promotes gene expression in response to environmental stimuli [35, 36] . It is driven by histone acetyltransferases (HATs), which catalyze the addition of acetyl groups to histones and promote gene transcription [19, 23] . Conversely, histone deacetylases (HDACs) catalyze the removal of acetyl groups from histones, and thereby reduce gene transcription. Eleven HDAC genes have been identified in humans, representing a highly homologous family of enzymes that have been classified into different groups based on their primary and secondary structures. Class I HDACs include 1, 2, 3, and 8; class IIa includes HDACs 4, 5, 7, and 9; class IIb includes HDACs 6 and 10; and class IV comprises HDAC 11 [37, 38] . Multiple HDAC inhibitors have been observed to upregulate histone acetylation in the brain and spinal dorsal horn [57] .
Histone acetylation in the spinal cord has recently been implicated in nociceptive sensitization in animal models of neuropathic pain. Some of the most prominent changes in the DH following spinal nerve ligation include upregulation of HDAC1 expression and reduction of histone H3 acetylation [40] . Such observations led to the hypothesis that modulation of enzyme activity involved in chromatin function may prevent adaptations in the expression of genes that contribute to nociceptive sensitization. Indeed, administration of HDAC inhibitors ameliorated several symptoms of neuropathic pain. Importantly, a single intrathecal dose of baicalin (a non-specific HDAC inhibitor), alleviated spinal nerve ligation-induced hyperalgesia and mechanical allodynia, and reversed injury-related adaptations, such as the reduction of histone H3 acetylation and the increase in HDAC1 expression in the DH [40] . Valproic acid, another non-specific HDAC inhibitor, can also efficiently reduce mechanical allodynia in rat models of neuropathic pain [41] . A more thorough investigation of the mechanisms underlying chromatic modifications under neuropathic pain conditions is expected to provide important information for the development of novel therapeutic interventions. A key consideration is the necessity of targeting specific HDAC isoforms for clinical utility. While the HDAC inhibitors used to date lack specificity, preclinical work suggests that such compounds are effective in treating the symptoms of neuropathic pain: perhaps the ability of an inhibitor to block the activity of several enzymes makes it more beneficial. By contrast, the non-selective inhibition of HDAC activity raises concerns about intolerable drug effects (see Box 3).
Box 3 Outstanding questions
Current pharmacological interventions for chronic pain have widespread targets (are not pain-specific), are often slow and ineffective at fully reducing pain (neuropathic pain is particularly drug resistant), and cause the development of tolerance (the need for increases in dose in order to achieve the same effect). There is thus a critical need for the development of better pharmacological interventions, and targeting epigenetic mechanisms shows promise in this regard.
Could HDAC inhibitors treat chronic pain?
HDAC inhibition reduces nociceptive sensitization in animal models [24, 57, 59] . HDAC inhibitors are currently marketed for the treatment of cancer, and do not appear to produce tolerance, however reports of various adverse effects have begun to emerge, including nausea, fatigue, blood platelet and bone marrow abnormalities.
Can we target mGlu2 receptors?
Activation of mGlu2 receptors at primary afferent and DH synapses robustly inhibits pain transmission [40] , but animal models show that tolerance develops quickly [43] . A promising strategy involves the transcriptional enhancement of mGlu2 expression levels in the DH [43] , which has been shown to attenuate nociceptive sensitization in mice [46] . L-acetylcarnitine, a drug already prescribed for diabetic and HIV related neuropathies, has been shown to upregulate mGlu2 receptor expression in the DRG and DH of rats in neuropathic pain [47] . Furthermore, antidepressant effects of LAC are evident in rodents with only 3 days of treatment, whereas the antidepressant chlorimipramine requires 14 days [92] . Moreover, the antidepressant effects of LAC appear to be resistant to tolerance.
What role do epigenetic mechanisms play in chronic pain treatments?
The endogenous opioid system is a major target of current pain therapy. Epigenetic mechanisms may be involved in adaptations determining treatment efficacy. For example, nerve injury induces HDAC dependent silencing of the MOR gene and loss of the pharmacological target for peripheral morphine analgesia [48] . Moreover, HDAC inhibitors have been shown to modulate the expression of the MOR gene in cultured neuroblastoma cells [109] .
Other forms of chronic pain, including inflammatory pain, have also been linked to changes in histone acetylation. For instance, CFA-induced inflammatory pain in mice results in upregulation of HDAC2 protein in the DH [39] . Consistent with this upregulation, preclinical evidence strongly suggests that HDAC inhibitors alleviate nociceptive sensitization behaviors caused by inflammatory pain [39, 42] . A single intrathecal administration of the HDAC inhibitors suberanilohydroxamic acid (SAHA; also known as vorinostat), trichostatin A (TSA), or LAQ824, which target class I and II HDACs, successfully reduce CFA-induced hyperalgesia [39] , and administration of any of these three HDAC inhibitors corresponded with enhanced histone acetylation in the superficial layers of the spinal cord. A detailed understanding of the adaptations in histone modifications induced by inflammatory pain will direct drug development efforts to target specific pain-related alterations.
Beyond histones, multiple proteins (including various transcription factors) can be regulated by acetylation and serve as HDAC targets [43] , suggesting alternative mechanisms via which HDAC inhibitors modulate nociceptive sensitization. One such example involves acetylation of the p65 subunit of nuclear factor-KB (NF-KB). L-Acetylcarnitine (LAC), a compound currently prescribed for the treatment of diabetic [44] and HIV related [45] neuropathies, has been shown to enhance p65/Rel-A acetylation in cultured DRG neurons [46] . In a rat CCI model of neuropathic pain, repeated administration of LAC induces analgesia by a mechanism that involved upregulation of metabotropic glutamate (mGlu)-2/3 receptors in the DH [47] . This effect was mediated by the NF-κB pathway and dependent on acetylation of NF-κB family transcription factors. Additional evidence for the importance of mGlu2 receptors was provided by a study using a murine model of inflammatory pain, where chronic (but not acute) administration of MS-275 or SAHA reduced nociceptive responses in the second phase of the formalin test. This reduction corresponded with enhanced expression of mGlu2 receptors in the spinal cord and DRG [42] . Analgesia produced by a 5-day treatment with MS275 or SAHA was largely attenuated by a single injection of the preferential mGlu2/3 receptor antagonist LY341495. The selective effect of MS-275 in the second phase of the formalin test (which is related to the development of central sensitization) suggests that, in addition to histone acetylation [39] , p65/NFKB acetylation has a key role in long-term changes associated with the phenomenon of central sensitization. Thus, class I HDAC inhibitors, or acetyl donors like LAC, may be useful tools for the treatment of certain inflammatory pain conditions, because they target both histone and non-histone acetylation events at the spinal cord level. Moreover, these strategies take advantage of endogenous analgesic mechanisms by enhancing mGlu2 function, and studies suggest that such agents produce less analgesic tolerance compared with current pharmacological treatments [43] (see Box 3).
Histone acetylation has also been implicated in adaptations of other endogenous paincontrolling networks. For example, the expression of μ-opioid receptors (MORs) and Nav1.8 sodium channels in the mouse DRG is reduced under neuropathic pain states [48] , and is thought to be an underlying cause of negative symptoms of chronic pain. After 7 days of nerve injury, reductions in MOR and Nav1.8 expression have been shown to correspond with prominent histone changes, including enhanced H4 acetylation at the NRSF (neuronrestrictive silencer factor, also known as REST) promoter II region, reduction of H3 and H4 acetylation at MOR-NRSE (neuronrestrictive silencer element, also known as RE1) and at Nav1.8-NRSE-2, and enhanced H3 acetylation at Nav1.8-NRSE-1. In cultured cells, NRSF repressed Oprm1 (gene encoding MOR) promoter activity in an HDAC-dependent manner [65] . Specifically, in the presence of NRSF, NRSE repressed Oprm1 transcription, and this action was blocked by treatment with the HDAC inhibitor TSA [49] . Knock-down of NRSF with antisense oligonucleotides prevented the downregulation of Oprm1 and Scn10a (gene encoding Nav1.8 channels), further supporting the hypothesis that NRSF-mediated mechanisms are responsible for injury-induced transcriptional suppression of Oprm1 and Scn10a genes in the DRG [48] . Once again, these data point to new therapeutic strategies for pain relief, and suggest that interventions at the level of histone complexes would revere the maladaptive downregulation of GPCRs or ion channels in the DRG.
miRNA activity in spinal systems and its involvement in chronic pain
With regards to activity-dependent control of gene expression, much attention has recently been devoted to miRNAs, which are non-coding functional RNAs that play critical roles in gene regulation. Typically around 17-24 nucleotides long, miRNAs can bind to proteincoding mRNAs to post-transcriptionally repress protein expression [66] . The mechanisms by which certain primary transcripts are processed into mature miRNAs, and by which miRNAs suppress protein translation, are now well described. The potential of miRNAs to regulate the expression of specific pain-related genes in the CNS [51, 52] raises the exciting possibility that miRNAs represent a novel therapeutic avenue for management of chronic pain conditions.
Interventions in miRNA function in sensory neurons were first achieved via conditional deletion of Dicer-an enzyme with a critical role in miRNAs processing. Conditional deletion of Dicer in the DRG, through the use of the Nav1.8-Cre mouse line, corresponded with reduction in the levels of nociception-related mRNA transcripts, such as Nav1.8 sodium channels, P2X3 receptors (a purine receptor), and Runx-1 (a transcription factor). Remarkably, deletion of Dicer also resulted in a robust reduction of inflammatory pain behaviors in mice, while maintaining intact acute nociception [53] . Therefore disruption of miRNA processing in primary afferent pathways is sufficient to inhibit injury-induced longterm development of chronic pain-related behaviors.
More recent work also linked the development of inflammation-induced nociceptive sensitization with adaptations in the expression of miRNA-124a in the mouse spinal DH [29] . Specifically, hindpaw injections of formalin induced a time dependent reduction in miRNA-124a expression in the spinal cord, which peaked between 8-and 24 hr, and returned to baseline by 48 hr post-injection. This reduction seems to facilitate nociceptive transmission, because systemic application of a miRNA-124a inhibitor markedly increased nociceptive behavior in the formalin model, and reduced the expression of inflammatory molecules involved in chronic pain transmission such as IL-1β [54] . By contrast, systemic application of a miRNA-124a mimic caused a modest reduction in formalin-induced nociceptive behavior, confirming the causal role of miRNA-124a in chronic pain, and perhaps offering a novel treatment target. Changes in miRNA expression have also been observed in the trigeminal root ganglion of rats exposed to chronic inflammatory pain. Specifically, significant decreases of several miRNAs, including miR-134, were observed in response to injections of CFA into the masseter muscle [52] . In agreement with these observations, a recent study showed decreases in miR-134 expression in the DRG of rats following CFA injections into the hind paw [55] . Interestingly, this decrease corresponded with upregulation of MOR, which is implicated in endogenous antinociceptive mechanisms and is the main target of opiate analgesics.
Adaptations in miRNAs expression in response to injury appear to also be involved in the actions of inflammatory molecules. Peripheral injury induces the release of multiple proinflammatory agents, including chemokines and cytokines, which are implicated in the development of chronic pain [56] . Intrathecal administration of IL-1β for 3 days resulted in allodynia in intact rats, and was accompanied by increases in miR-21 expression in the DRG [54] . Of particular interest is that IL-1β has also been shown to regulate HAT and HDAC activities in certain tissues [57] , suggesting that additional epigenetic pathways are downstream of this cytokine. These data show that changes in miRNA activity correspond with multiple inflammatory pain models, and are driven by inflammatory agents. These changes may represent one way in which injury alters gene expression in nociceptive pathways, and may help identify novel targets for therapeutic interventions.
Neuropathic pain models have also revealed time and tissue selective changes in miRNA expression. For example, L5 spinal nerve ligation or chronic constriction injury increased miR-21 expression at late time points (7 and 14 days) after injury, but not in early stages of neuropathic pain (3 days post injury) in the rat DRG [54] . Similarly, miRNA-195 is upregulated in the DRG after sciatic nerve injury [58] , and in the DH as early as 2 days after spinal nerve ligation, and persists for at least 14 days [59] . Administration of miRNA-195 mimic compounds induced the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-1β, tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), and inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) in cultured microglia [59] . Upregulation of miRNA-195 also enhanced mechanical allodynia and cold hyperalgesia after peripheral nerve injury, whereas the opposite patterns were observed after miRNA-195 inhibition. Linking it further with microglia activity, microglial autophagy was decreased by peripheral nerve injury, and enhanced by miRNA-195 inhibition, suggesting that miR-195 increases neuroinflammation and neuropathic pain by inhibiting autophagy activation. These studies highlight a functional link between miRNA activity in spinal networks and nociceptive sensitization, and provide evidence that targeting miRNA activity in these regions is sufficient to attenuate chronic pain-related behaviors.
In the spinal cord, long-term changes associated with pain sensitization are induced by changes in synaptic transmission and require the activation of voltage-gated calcium channels (VGCCs) [3] . Thus, emphasis has been given to understanding the regulation of VGCCs, with the idea that under certain conditions prevention of VGCC activation will ameliorate chronic pain. Recent evidence has revealed functional links between miRNAs and VGCCs in neuropathic pain [60] . Specifically, investigations of the superficial dorsal horn of rats exposed to spinal nerve ligation revealed an upregulation of L-type Cav1.2 subunits of VGCCs that corresponded to a decrease in miR-103 [60] . Furthermore, repeated intrathecal administration (once daily for 4 days) of miR-103 reduced nerve injury induced allodynia.
Similarly, voltage-gated sodium channels have been implicated in spinal mechanisms of neuropathic pain [61] and miRNA modulation of injury-induced changes in sodium channels have been reported. For example, through microarray analysis, miR-7a was found to be robustly reduced in the DRG of rats 14 days after spinal nerve ligation, and miR-7a was observed to target voltage-gated sodium channel β subunits, whereas downregulation of miR-7a resulted in an increase of the channel [62] . Delivery of adeno-associated viruses expressing miR-7a into DRG of injured rats significantly alleviated pain-associated behaviors. The prominent role of miR-7a in sensitized behaviors was revealed in studies showing that inhibition of miR-7a in intact rats is sufficient to produce mechanical allodynia and thermal hyperalgesia. Similarly, miR-96 mRNA expression in the rat DRG was reduced following sciatic nerve ligation, in correspondence with an increase in the expression of the Nav1.3 sodium channels [63] . Moreover, daily intrathecal injections of miR-96 restored Nav1.3 mRNA and protein levels in DRG of injured rats and significantly reduced tactile allodynia. Several drug development efforts for the treatment of chronic pain are directed towards voltage gated calcium and potassium channels. This new information on a functional link between miRNAs and voltage gated ion channel function may provide additional pathways for therapeutic interventions.
Epigenetic mechanisms in brain networks and their involvement in chronic pain
The bulk of chronic pain research focuses on spinal cord studies, and it is thus unsurprising that few reports exist regarding epigenetic mechanisms in supraspinal regions involved in the expression or modulation of chronic pain symptoms. Chronic pain requires two phases: induction and maintenance, which may be in part driven by distinct mechanisms [64] . Given that chronic pain is a pathological condition that often outlasts the presence of peripheral injury, epigenetic modifications in supraspinal sites related to pain perception, learning, motivation, and mood regulation present a novel area of research into long-term changes involved in persistent pain, and represent potentially new treatment targets. Multiple human neuroimaging studies support long-term changes in activity within areas of the pain matrix in correspondence with chronic pain [79, 80] . Evidence from animal models has also indicated modifications of brain circuits and neuronal activity under chronic pain conditions [16, 81] . Epigenetics mechanisms in these regions are well positioned to drive injury induced alterations in gene expression. Acute pain is characterized by activity in multiple brain areas, including the thalamus, insula, anterior cingulate cortex, prefrontal cortex, and the primary and secondary somatosensory cortices [82] [83] [84] . However, activity in additional brain regions has been implicated in affective and cognitive components of pain, and appears to be altered in chronic pain conditions [85, 86] . In fact, neuroimaging data show that chronic pain corresponds with changes in the amygdala [74] , the anterior cingulate cortex [83, 88] , the prefrontal cortex (PFC) [76] , the insular cortex [90] , and the nucleus accumbens (NAc) [91] . These regions display robust interconnections with each other, and directly or indirectly modulate the activity of other pain modulating networks, such as the periaqueductal grey (PAG) [86, 92] and its projections to the rostral ventromedial medulla (RVM) [80] . Together, these regions form a network capable of exerting top-down regulation of nociceptive input [81] , and have been found to undergo long term changes in neural activity in chronic pain states [82] .
The raphe magnus forms part of the RVM, and receives robust excitatory input from the PAG [95, 96] . Excitatory activity within the PAG exerts biphasic modulation of raphe magnus neurons [85] , which in turn extend serotonergic afferents to deep and superficial layers of the DH [84] . This top-down modulation of pain may be facilitatory or inhibitory 
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Author Manuscript depending on the pattern of activity in the raphe nuclei. Alterations in the activity of this pathway of the pain matrix may robustly affect nociceptive experience [41, 93] . Implicating epigenetic mechanisms in such alterations, hind paw injections of CFA promote global histone H3 acetylation in the rat raphe nucleus 1 day after injection [86] . This study also demonstrated a reduction of GAD65 levels at later time points (3 d after CFA injection), but not earlier (4 hr after injection). This change in GAD65 levels corresponded with reductions in H3 acetylation at the promoter region of the GAD65 gene (GAD2) and was reversed by treatment with the HDAC inhibitor TSA. These observations were replicated using a more clinically relevant model, the spinal nerve ligation model of neuropathic pain, further supporting the key role of GAD65 gene acetylation in both inflammatory and neuropathic states. The time dependent histone acetylation and corresponding GAD65 reduction support previous observations of RVM involvement in the maintenance, but not initiation, of descending facilitation [98] , and implicate additional changes in activity in upstream processes. Epigenetic mechanisms decreasing GAD65 expression would create an imbalance biasing towards stimulatory control. Given that RVM-induced antinociceptive effects are at least in part mediated via spinal norepinephrine release [88] , a long-term shift towards descending facilitation of nociceptive effects may explain the greater clinical efficacy observed with SNRIs (selective serotonin and norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors) compared with drugs targeting only serotonergic activity [89] .
Decreases in global DNA methylation have been observed in the mouse PFC and amygdala in the spared nerve ligation model of neuropathic pain [90] . Moreover, global PFC DNA methylation levels correlated with mechanical and thermal sensitivity induced by this model [90] . Changes in miRNA expression in the mouse PFC have also been reported in models of inflammatory pain, where facial injections of carrageenan lead to bilateral enhancement of miR-155 and miR-223 expression [91] . The PFC is part the pain matrix, and is implicated in the pathophysiology of depression and anxiety disorders as well. As with chronic pain, mounting data point to epigenetic adaptations in depression syndromes [91] . LAC robustly reduces depression like behavior in rats and mice, and analogous to observations in the spinal cord [47] , it upregulates mGlu2 mRNA and protein levels in the PFC [93] . LAC mediated induction of mGlu2 expression was sensitive to NF-KB inhibition, and corresponded with enhanced acetylation of H3K27 bound to the mGlu2 gene (Grm2) promoter [93] . Notably, HDAC inhibition replicated LAC effects. Thus acetylation driven mechanisms that modulate mGlu2 expression in the PFC provide an epigenetic link between chronic pain and depression. Indeed, an overwhelming number of individuals with chronic pain develop comorbid depression [94] and sleep disturbances [95] . Accordingly, mouse models of chronic pain also result in depression-like behaviors [96] and disrupted sleep wave patterns [68] . Pain-induced epigenetic modifications of neuronal activity in brain regions involved in mood and sleep regulation may disturb normal neuronal function, and such imbalance may result in subsequent depression and sleep disturbances.
Chronic pain-induced epigenetic modifications have also been observed in the brain reward centre. In the mouse NAc, studies have found evidence that sciatic nerve ligation causes a robust decrease of miR-200b and miR-249, while enhancing expression of miR-34c seven days post injury [97] . These adaptations appeared to be brain region-specific because no changes in expression of these miRNAs were detected in other pain related structures. Interestingly the injury-induced reduction in miR-200b and miR-249 expression was correlated with an increase in the levels of DNA methyltransferase 3a (DNMT3a), which is a target of miR-200b/249. Thus, changes in DNA methylation might be downstream of injury-induced miRNA expression adaptations. In addition to forming part of the pain matrix, the NAc is part of the mesolimbic reward pathway, and plays major roles in substance abuse and mood disorders [98] . Epigenetic adaptations in the rat NAc, for example reductions in DNMT3a expression levels, are observed following chronic cocaine exposure. By contrast, social defeat stress promotes DNMT3a expression in the NAc [99] . Thus chronic pain, chronic social stress, and exposure to drugs of abuse promote significant but distinct changes in DNMT3 function in the NAc [100] .
Future directions
As is apparent from this review, there are still a relatively few studies that have examined epigenetic changes in chronic pain models (Table 1 ). Yet, alterations in chromatin structure represent ideal mechanisms by which the experience of tissue injury and acute pain can be converted gradually and progressively into pathological processes of neuroinflammation, central sensitization, and ultimately chronic pain syndromes. Indeed, while in early stages of development, existing data reviewed here support this hypothesis. Changes in DNA methylation, histone acetylation and methylation, and miRNA expression have each been shown to be robustly altered in various CNS sites under chronic pain states and, manipulation of these processes influence chronic pain-related behaviors. Moving forward, investigators need to explore many other modes of epigenetic regulation in advanced animal models, and to use of genome-wide methods such as chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by deep sequencing (ChIP-seq) to map the range of genic and non-genic regions that are affected in chronic nociceptive conditions. To date, few studies have investigated epigenetic adaptations to chronic pain in brain regions associated with central sensitization, motivation, and depression. Given that adaptations in these brain regions play a major role in symptoms associated with chronic pain syndromes, it will be interesting to identify the key epigenetic determinants of nociceptive behaviors in each of these structures. In addition, most of the described studies evaluating novel compounds in chronic pain models have focused on sensory components of chronic pain (mainly mechanical allodynia and thermal hyperalgesia). It is important to evaluate the actions of these compounds in affective components of chronic pain, and to develop assays to evaluate spontaneous pain, which is a very prominent symptom of this condition in humans.
New information of epigenetic mechanisms governing the induction of chronic pain syndromes is expected to provide a wide range of potential treatment targets but also change the approach towards pain management: Instead of alleviating specific symptoms, targeted epigenetic interventions provide the tools to prevent nociceptive sensitization, mood-related symptoms, and other adaptations that occur in response to injury or inflammation. This approach will greatly facilitate pain management and will improve treatment efficacy in many chronic pain conditions.
Box 2 How epigenetics can mediate chronic pain
Epigenetics refers to the long lasting changes in gene expression that, although they do not alter the actual DNA sequence, can result in functional alterations of cellular activity [27, 33, 35] . Neurons within the CNS undergo epigenetic modifications in response to an organism's experience with the external environment [107] . DNA is tightly wound around histones, forming a complex called chromatin. Gene expression is dependent on transcription factors accessing promoter regions on DNA sequences, a process that is regulated by epigenetic modifications to the chromatin structure. Epigenetic mechanisms include DNA methylation, several types of histone modifications (e.g., acetylation, methylation, phosphorylation, ubiquitination, and ADP-ribosylation), and expression of microRNAs (miRNAs) [22] . These adaptations can modify neuronal morphology and activity to produce changes in behavior [107] . Indeed, epigenetic mechanisms have been shown to be involved in synaptic plasticity, learning, and memory [27, 28] , as well as in the pathophysiology of several neuropsychiatric disorders, including depression and drug addiction [29] [30] [31] . Moreover, recent studies have found multiple epigenetic modifications in spinal and brain regions in correspondence with chronic pain conditions. Mounting evidence indicates that epigenetic modifications highly contribute to sensitized behavioral responses to mechanical and thermal stimuli [25, [37] [38] [39] . These modifications may occur in primary afferent, dorsal horn, or spinothalamic tract neurons, and in any of several brain regions of the pain matrix. For example, epigenetic mechanisms could alter receptor expression levels at neuronal synapses in the superficial dorsal horn (DH) [43] , and this effect could augment primary afferent activation of spinal systems, facilitating the development of hyperalgesia. Similarly, epigenetic changes in top-down regulatory brain regions (such as the ACC, PFC, PAG, and RVM) [82] could lead to facilitation of stimuli induced activation, perhaps paving the way for the development of allodynia or other sensory deficits. Epigenetic changes may also occur in interneurons [86] , causing disinhibition of critical nociceptive pathways that may potentiate allodynia, or even promote hyperalgesia. Glial cells, namely astrocytes in the spinal cord [30] and brain [96] , can also undergo injury induced changes in gene expression that are mediated by epigenetic mechanisms and potentially contribute to pain syndromes. Thus, epigenetic mechanisms present dynamic processes for controlling changes in neuronal activity and behavior that may be responsible for the persistent manifestation of a chronic pain state. Table 1 epigenetic targets corresponding with chronic pain.
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